Introduction
Soon after researchers established methods for engineering RNA aptamers that selectively bind small-molecule ligands, [1] [2] [3] the prospects for engineering sensors and switches made from RNA began to be explored. Although a variety of useful applications for ligandbinding RNAs can be envisioned, [4] [5] [6] the ability to create user-defined gene-control elements remains to be one of the most promising goals. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] Questions regarding whether RNA molecules can be made to perform adequately as molecular sensors and switches will be addressed in some detail in the following paragraphs. But perhaps the most compelling reason to pursue the development of RNA-based gene-control mechanisms is that they promise to supply simple cis-acting, modular, and non-immunogenic systems for use in future gene therapy applications. Engineered RNA switches could be used to tune the expression levels of targeted genes using drug-like molecules, thereby facilitating levels of transgene expression that are optimal for each individual.
At first glance, proposals to use RNA to create designer gene-control elements that respond to small ligands might seem far fetched. Some RNA experts have proposed 12, 13 that RNA is a fundamentally deficient medium for forming biological receptors and catalysts when compared with proteins. In part, such views are reinforced by the fact that gene control in most organisms seems to be dominated by protein factors. 14 This finding suggests that evolution has chosen its champion, and that RNA has been soundly beaten. From among the diversity of protein-based gene-control systems known, several of them have already been co-opted for use as gene-control systems in eubacteria 15 and in eukaryotes. [16] [17] [18] For most of these protein-based systems to function optimally, the expression level of the protein factor has to be tightly regulated because over expression or under expression could result in a decreased dynamic range of the genetic switch. For example, over expression of a protein gene-control factor could result in higher background activation of the gene being controlled. Furthermore, most of the proteinbased switches used in eukaryotes are engineered versions of non-human proteins, which could prove to be immunogenic.
In stark contrast, riboswitches that respond to small molecules and that have been validated as functionally equivalent to protein gene-control systems are far more rare. 19 However, as these RNA domains are embedded within the mRNA whose expression is under control, there should be an equivalent number of RNA switches expressed relative to the number of adjoining coding regions. Furthermore, an engineered genetic switch composed of RNA is expected to be far less likely to elucidate an immune response.
Even the discovery of numerous microRNAs in plants 20 and animals 21 does not offer support for the hypothesis that RNA is a robust medium for forming genetic sensors and switches. Although microRNAs seem to influence the expression of thousands of genes in some eukaryotes, 22, 23 they recognize their mRNA targets through Watson/Crick base pairing and require a multi-protein complex called RISC 24 to carry out their gene-control actions. To eliminate the need for protein factors and to permit the development of gene-control elements that respond to various ligands, RNAs must be able to form complex-folded structures that selectively respond to the binding of ligands.
In this review, we will highlight some of the recent advances made in RNA switch engineering and point out some discoveries of natural metabolitesensing RNAs that provide precedents of RNAs that serve as proficient genetic switches. Furthermore, we will discuss some of the challenges needed to be addressed if the prospects for this technology are to be fully realized.
Engineered RNA switches that respond to small molecules Despite initial concerns regarding the functional capability of RNA compared with proteins, numerous examples of ligand-binding RNA switches have been created in the laboratory. Creating the initial RNA switch constructs 25, 26 involved the simple fusion of a ligandbinding aptamer with a ribozyme. If joined appropriately, ligand binding to the aptamer causes a shape change in the adjoining ribozyme domain, and thereby results in allosteric control. [4] [5] [6] Finding the right nucleotides and structures to create a functional bridge between aptamer and ribozyme could be achieved by testing a few variant designs, 25 or could harness the power of directed evolution to find a few functional constructs in large random-sequence populations. 26 From a narrow perspective, engineering these switches is surprisingly easy. RNA structural domains tend to be modular 27 and functional domains such as aptamers and ribozymes frequently retain their activities when repositioned into new constructs. Likewise, finding bridges between aptamers and ribozymes that confer 10-to 100 000-fold allosteric regulation can be as simple as testing a dozen rationally designed constructs or turning a few rounds of evolution in a test tube. Entirely new aptamers with novel ligand specificities can be isolated by exploiting allosteric ribozymes, 28, 29 and RNA switches with diverse ligand specificities have even been made to function as features of array-based analyte sensors. 30, 31 Several early reports involving the grafting of aptamers onto ribozymes 32 or messenger RNAs 33,34 revealed some of the potential of engineered RNAs to serve as ligand-modulated gene-control systems. Unfortunately, a number of factors intervene to prevent many engineered RNA switches from becoming useful genetic switches. For example, the functions of most aptamers have not been validated in cells, the folding of RNA constructs might differ between test tube and cell, or the ribozyme chosen for RNA switch construction might not be appropriate for controlling gene expression. Some of these factors are discussed in greater detail below.
Riboswitches: natural metabolite-sensing RNAs
Although many challenges face RNA engineers who create designer gene-control elements, they can proceed with absolute confidence that RNA switches can exhibit the performance characteristics needed to find widespread usage in gene control. Nature has validated RNA switch technology long ago, and numerous examples of metabolite-sensing RNA switches exist in modern cells. [35] [36] [37] [38] These natural ligand-responsive genetic switches are called riboswitches 39 and are usually found in certain mRNAs of bacteria in which they commonly regulate the expression of enzymes that catalyze key chemical transformations.
As with engineered RNA switches, each metaboliteresponsive riboswitch carries at least one aptamer that selectively binds its target ligand. A few riboswitches carry two aptamers in tandem of either identical or distinct ligand specificities. 40, 41 Such arrangements allow the resulting genetic switch to respond to two different metabolites 42 or to provide greater responsiveness to small changes in metabolite concentration. 43, 44 A cooperative RNA switch that requires two different ligands for activation has been engineered earlier, 45 showing that even the more complex architectures of natural riboswitches can be emulated by engineered constructs.
Examples of known riboswitch classes all carry additional nucleotides adjacent to the aptamer that control gene expression. In many cases, these additional nucleotides comprising the expression platform can be directed by ligand binding to adopt an alternative structure that somehow controls expression of the adjoining coding region (Figures 1a-d) . If riboswitches have naturally explored numerous mechanisms for gene control, then reverse engineering the mechanisms used in modern cells could provide a powerful predictor of the most effective designs to be used by RNA switch engineers.
In bacteria, the majority of riboswitches seem to regulate gene expression by influencing transcription termination or translation initiation. 38 For transcription termination control, usually a portion of the aptamer sequence required to bind the ligand can also base pair with nucleotides in the downstream expression platform that is required to form an intrinsic terminator 46, 47 or antiterminator stem (Figure 1a ). This establishes a mutually exclusive folding pathway for the riboswitch whose pathway choice is dictated by the availability of the metabolite target. 48, 49 If the riboswitch permits formation of the transcription terminator stem, then RNA polymerase will cease building the nascent mRNA, and gene expression is inhibited because the adjoining open reading frame (ORF) of the mRNA is not generated.
Similarly, riboswitches that control translation initiation commonly exploit ligand binding to control expression platform folding near the ribosome-binding site of the adjoining ORF (Figure 1b) . [50] [51] [52] Theoretically, riboswitches that control translation initiation in bacteria could control the expression of full-length mRNAs. However, it also seems possible that the failure of ribosomes to bind to a nascent mRNA could cause the transcription termination protein Rho to cause premature transcription termination. 38 In other words, translation
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Some of the more obscure mechanisms for riboswitch gene control might be well suited for future gene therapy applications. For example, there is bioinformatics evidence 53 that a bacterial riboswitch for the coenzyme S-adenosylmethionine likely controls the expression of a separate mRNA through an antisense mechanism (Figure 1e) . However, the riboswitch RNA probably uses a conventional transcription termination mechanism to 121 When guanine (G) binds, the folding pathway favors the formation of a terminator stem at the expense of antiterminator stem formation. This architecture yields 'off' switch function because guanine causes transcription to terminate before the coding region of the mRNA is synthesized. Less common are examples of 'on' switch function in which ligand binding favors antiterminator stem formation, as is observed with a related adenine-sensing riboswitch. 122 (b) Translational regulation based on a TPP riboswitch. 51 In the absence of the riboswitch ligand, expression of the downstream gene is permitted because translation can be initiated at the ribosomal-binding site (RBS). However, in the presence of the ligand, the RNA adopts an alternate conformation that does not permit translation to be initiated at the RBS. 123 (c) Metabolitetriggered ribozyme regulation of gene expression by GlcN6P riboswitches. When the ribozyme cofactor GlcN6P is low in concentration, the ribozyme does not undergo efficient self-cleavage and the stable mRNA can be translated. When GlcN6P is bound by the RNA, the ribozyme undergoes efficient self-cleavage, and the 3 0 cleavage fragment including the ORF is rapidly degraded by a nuclease. 57 (d) Control of alternative splicing by a TPP-sensing riboswitch in eukaryotes. When TPP concentrations are low, nucleotides from the unoccupied aptamer base pair near the second 5 0 SS, forcing the spliceosome to use the first 5 0 SS. When TPP is bound, the nucleotides formerly blocking the SS are now involved in binding the ligand. This allows the spliceosome to choose the second 5 0 SS to yield an alternatively spliced mRNA. In fungi, ligand binding yields an alternatively spliced mRNA lacking upstream open reading frames (uORFs) that otherwise would decoy the ribosome from initiating translation at the main ORF. 61 (e) Eubacterial riboswitch placement. Most riboswitches found in eubacteria are present within the 5 0 UTR of mRNAs and directly control expression of a downstream ORF. There is bioinformatics evidence that at least one riboswitch controls the expression of an antisense RNA to regulate protein expression from a separate mRNA indirectly. 53 (f) Eukaryotic riboswitch placement. Riboswitches have been found in introns located within the 5 0 UTRs, coding regions, and 3 0 UTRs of eukaryotic mRNAs.
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A rare but very effective riboswitch mechanism involves the control of self-cleavage of the mRNA for the GlmS protein in many Gram-positive bacteria ( Figure  1c) . 54 This riboswitch class exploits a self-cleaving ribozyme that promotes glmS mRNA destruction when bound to the amino-sugar compound glucosamine-6-phosphate (GlcN6P). Unlike the engineered allosteric ribozymes mentioned above, GlcN6P riboswitches use the ligand as a cofactor 55, 56 to promote RNA cleavage by internal phosphoester transfer. 54 In this example, the ribozyme self-cleaves in the 5 0 untranslated region (UTR) of the mRNA, and, therefore, does not directly inhibit gene expression. Expression is rapidly downregulated because the cleaved ribozyme product is targeted for mRNA decay by a specific nuclease enzyme. 57 Similarly, ribozymes designed to regulate gene expression through RNA cleavage will need to interfere with key steps of the gene expression pathway unless they cleave within an ORF. Unfortunately, engineering ribozymes that require specific ligands to function as cofactors for RNA transesterification might be too challenging to make this mechanism a routine choice for designer gene-control systems.
To date, riboswitches that bind to the coenzyme thiamin pyrophosphate (TPP) 51, 58 are the most widespread known. Unlike their typical use of transcription and translation gene-control mechanisms in bacteria, TPP riboswitches in fungi [59] [60] [61] and plants [62] [63] [64] control premRNA splicing (Figure 1d ), and are found in several locations within mRNAs ( Figure 1f ). In some instances, 61, 62 TPP binding within an intron controls alternative splicing of the segment carrying the aptamer. This results because ligand binding sequesters nucleotides of the aptamer that otherwise would base pair with a 5 0 splice site (5 0 SS) and prevent access by the spliceosome.
Given that a few TPP riboswitches are the only validated metabolite-binding riboswitches in eukaryotes, it is not yet clear whether splicing control is a preferential mechanism for the control of gene expression by RNA switches. It is interesting to note that self-splicing group I ribozymes 65 are naturally responsive to guanosine compounds, and may represent a very widespread type of riboswitch that could modulate gene expression if its guanosine substrates vary sufficiently in concentration. This ribozyme class can also be made allosteric for other ligands, 32 and this offers the possibility that engineered group I ribozymes could be harnessed to provide a genecontrol system that would work in organisms from all three domains of life.
Engineering RNA aptamers for genetic switch applications
Any RNA switch that is engineered to respond to a small-molecule ligand will only be as good as the aptamer it is built on. Obvious characteristics such as ligand specificity and affinity are just two factors that must be considered. Perhaps the most overlooked component of engineering novel genetic switches made of RNA is that not all aptamers will have the characteristics needed to function well inside the cells. For example, will an aptamer maintain sufficient selectivity and affinity when grafted to its regulatory setting? Will these characteristics, as well as its allosteric interplay with flanking sequences, be retained when presented in a complex cellular milieu?
Riboswitch aptamers and their adjoining expression platforms are functionally validated in the organisms from which they have been isolated. However, riboswitches respond to natural compounds, which may not be suitable for use as ligands for designer gene-control elements. If natural aptamers are excluded as modules for RNA switch construction, this leaves only the collection of engineered aptamers to choose from. Unfortunately, despite nearly two decades of aptamer engineering research, only a few aptamers that respond to small molecules have been validated to function inside cells, [32] [33] [34] [66] [67] [68] [69] and some of these are not suitable for use as gene regulators in humans. For example, one of the most commonly used aptamers for constructing prototype RNA switches senses theophylline, which in bacteria has both poor bioavailability and toxic effects at high concentrations. 32, 70 Furthermore, it is known that the affinities exhibited by independently folding aptamers can be eroded when they are integrated with accessory domains. 25, 29 The types of problems noted above could be better overcome if new aptamers with a variety of functional characteristics could be easily made. Of particular interest would be the validation of a larger collection of aptamers capable of recognizing non-toxic small molecules that are also readily bioavailable. Access to aptamers that bind compounds known to have desirable pharmacokinetics would allow RNA switch engineers to choose from a collection of validated aptamers that sense compounds ideal for use as genetic switch triggers.
Many existing aptamers for small molecules have been made using a method of directed evolution called SELEX (systematic evolution of ligands by exponential enrichment).
1-3 SELEX methods typically require that the target ligand be immobilized on a solid support. This arrangement creates several problems for those who seek to rapidly generate large numbers of aptamers for a diverse set of ligands. In addition to the costs of the reagents, the specialized skills needed to prepare and characterize each solid support reduce the enthusiasm that many have for generating their own aptamers. Not every compound of interest will be compatible with the chosen immobilization chemistry, and ligand immobilization reduces the number of potential contact surfaces that are available to interact with the binding pocket of the aptamer.
Some of these limitations can be avoided by using a directed evolution strategy that does not require target immobilization. A process called allosteric selection has been developed, whereby novel aptamers can be isolated without using ligand-derivatized solid supports. One variation of this strategy makes use of a population of RNAs carrying a self-cleaving ribozyme fused to a random-sequence domain. [71] [72] [73] [74] The RNAs are subjected to selection and amplification procedures 75 that allow the isolation of RNA variants that function as allosteric selfcleaving ribozymes.
More recently, a method for allosteric selection has been developed for the isolation of DNA 76 and RNA Designer riboswitches KH Link and RR Breaker aptamers 77 in which the population of random-sequence RNAs flanked by primer-binding sites is immobilized, rather than their small-molecule targets. In this allosteric selection strategy, RNAs are immobilized onto streptavidin-coated magnetic beads through a biotinylated DNA oligonucleotide complementary to a portion of one of the two primer-binding sites. Immobilized RNAs are exposed to the target molecule resulting in the elution of a subset of the RNAs because of ligandinduced refolding and release from the tethered oligonucleotide.
Allosteric selection methods have been used to isolate multiple classes of aptamers for ligands that are added to the selection reactions simultaneously. 28 This showed another advantage of the allosteric selection strategy: the parallel selection of aptamers from a single directed evolution lineage. Despite distinct advantages, existing allosteric selection strategies are still burdened by methodological constraints that hinder conventional SELEX methods. Functional RNAs must be isolated, usually by time-consuming chromatography or electrophoresis procedures. The selected RNAs must be amplified, and typical methods for amplification using PCR can give artifacts that require troubleshooting attention to overcome. Until methodological advances are made in aptamer selection technology, RNA engineers might only slowly add to the limited collection of aptamers with validated function in cells.
Engineering aptamer-based geneticcontrol systems
There is a growing list of reports showing engineered aptamer-based RNA switches (or 'synthetic riboswitches'), and there are several recent reviews [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] 78, 79 that already discuss these studies in considerable detail. In the following paragraphs, we focus our discussion on how synthetic riboswitches compare with their natural counterparts and on some of the strategies and methods used to create gene-control constructs based on aptamers. We have organized our discussion by classifying synthetic riboswitches according to their proposed mechanism of action.
Aptamers as steric blocks to ribosome scanning
One of the simplest conceivable mechanisms by which an aptamer can be used to regulate gene expression in eukaryotes is to harness a ligand-bound aptamer as a molecular roadblock. As eukaryotic ribosomes commonly recognize 5 0 cap structures of mRNAs and scan along the single-stranded 5 0 UTR for a start codon, 80 the placement of an aptamer in this region that forms a thermodynamically stable complex with a ligand should permit translation modulation. A mechanism involving either the ligand-mediated disruption of ribosome assembly or scanning has been invoked for gene regulation effects observed using aptamers for antibiotics 33 and for dye compounds 33, 34 (Figure 2a) . A more recent study using engineered yeast transcripts 81, 82 indicates that locating the aptamer close to the 5 0 cap favors ligand control of ribosome loading, whereas locating the aptamer close to the start codon favors ligand control of ribosome scanning. Therefore, even when aptamers are used without integration with an expression platform, there is variability in both mechanism and in the level of gene control that is observed when the aptamer is placed at different locations in the 5 0 UTR. Despite the simplicity of such a mechanism, there are no known natural examples of this mechanism in bacteria or in eukaryotes. As bacterial ribosomes initiate translation by binding to a ribosome-binding site located at a few nucleotides upstream of a translation start codon, 83 it is not surprising that roadblock aptamers have not been identified in these organisms. In contrast, eukaryotes seem far more likely to carry roadblock aptamers. However, as so few examples of metabolitebinding aptamers have been found in eukaryotes, it is not clear how frequently this mechanism might be used.
Rational design of aptamer-regulated mRNA splicing
All of the TPP-sensing riboswitches examined in any detail in eukaryotes reside in introns located in the 5 0 UTRs, 59 -61 the coding region, 61, 64 or the 3 0 UTRs 59,62,63 of eukaryotic mRNAs. These riboswitches control gene expression through regulation of pre-mRNA splicing, which suggests that this mechanism could be a favorable one to exploit for engineering gene-control systems.
There have been several recent reports describing the successful harnessing of nuclear pre-mRNA splicing as a mechanism for engineered riboswitches. For example, 
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Gaur and coworkers 84, 85 have created theophyllinedependent splicing constructs, wherein ligand binding to the aptamer blocks the 3 0 SS, or the branch site. 69 Similarly, Suess and coworkers 69 have created a collection of tetracycline-responsive gene-control constructs in yeast. For example, one 'off' switch construct exhibited 16-fold modulation of reporter gene expression was shown using in-line probing 29, 86 to sequester the 5 0 SS when ligand binds. Therefore, this construct most likely represses gene expression by controlling spliceosome access to the 5 0 SS (Figure 2b ). These studies show that all the main features of nuclear introns can be exploited to control gene expression by inserted aptamers. Unfortunately, not every rationally designed construct will function as a robust genetic switch, and so a certain amount of in vitro or in vivo screening is required to find constructs with the desired 'on' or 'off' switch function with the dynamic range necessary for an application. For the yeast example, 69 researchers placed introns of the yeast actin and U3 genes directly downstream of the start codon of a reporter gene. The reporter-intron fusion constructs were further modified to contain a single tetracycline aptamer at various locations within the intron close to either the 5 0 SS or the branch point. In vivo reporter assays were then used to screen for constructs that exhibited robust responses to the addition of tetracycline. As a no-fail process for engineering riboswitches based purely on rational design strategies is unlikely to be created soon, in vivo screening for the performance characteristics desired will be an essential part of future engineering efforts.
As is found with tandem riboswitches in nature, [41] [42] [43] [44] multiple engineered riboswitches could be used to control a single gene to yield greater regulatory complexity or to increase the dynamic range of gene control. To show the latter principle, Suess and coworkers 69 integrated two tetracycline-modulated splicing domains into a single ORF to generate a construct that exhibited as much as a 32-fold modulation of gene expression. A similar effect was observed when they integrated synthetic riboswitches for tetracycline that independently block scanning ribosomes or that control splicing. Although tandem synthetic riboswitches for the same ligand could be used to increase the dynamic range for gene expression, tandem arrangements of synthetic riboswitches with different ligand specificities could be used to set gene expression at specific levels within this dynamic range using different ligands as opposed to using different concentrations of the same ligand.
Synthetic riboswitches for use in bacteria
Many bacteria make extensive use of metabolite-sensing riboswitches, and in this regard they should be ideal organisms for use in engineering and applying synthetic riboswitches. However, a few aspects of bacterial biochemistry can confound engineering efforts. For example, mechanisms such as aptamer roadblocks and aptamer control of nuclear splicing that have been validated in eukaryotes 69, 84, 85 are not transferable to bacteria.
For the same reason, bacteria might not always make good test sites for synthetic riboswitches that are intended to be used in eukaryotes. Synthetic riboswitches that control transcription termination or translation initiation in bacteria will be unlikely to do the same in eukaryotes. However, a synthetic riboswitch that forms a strong local structure that controls transcription termination or translation initiation in bacteria may also form a strong local structure when moved to a eukaryotic mRNA. If this structure is positioned as a roadblock or is designed to include a sequence element for nuclear pre-mRNA splicing, then the same synthetic riboswitch sequence might be made to use different mechanisms to function in organisms from different domains of life.
One of the most challenging factors restricting the design of synthetic riboswitches in bacteria is the speed at which the riboswitch must function. The turnover of mRNA transcripts in bacteria can be orders of magnitude faster than that of eukaryotic mRNAs, with some bacterial mRNAs having a half-life measured in seconds. This can place severe kinetic constraints on the function of aptamers and expression platforms, as the aptamer and its flanking control region must fold rapidly and influence mRNA transcription or translation before the mRNA is naturally destroyed.
It is known that some natural bacterial riboswitches operate under kinetic 41, 48, 49 rather than thermodynamic 87 constraints. For example, if a riboswitch fails to bind its ligand before RNA polymerase moves beyond the influence of the transcription terminator in an expression platform, then the opportunity for the riboswitch to control expression is lost. Some riboswitch aptamers simply do not have enough time to reach thermodynamic equilibrium with their ligands, and this causes them to trigger gene control only when the ligand is present at concentrations much higher than the dissociation constant (K D ) for the aptamer-ligand complex. 48, 49, 88, 89 Given these constraints, it is likely that the development of synthetic riboswitches for use in bacteria would benefit greatly from using in vivo screening for function. Recently, Gallivan and coworkers have reported the use of in vivo screening to identify numerous theophyllinedependent riboswitches. 90 Variable-length randomsequence linkers ranging from four to eight randomsequence nucleotides were placed between a theophylline aptamer and the ribosome-binding site of a b-galactosidase reporter gene. Functional synthetic riboswitches were identified by screening Escherichia coli colonies for theophylline-induced reporter gene expression. The majority of sequences from the population of constructs were unresponsive to theophylline, but several dozen constructs were confirmed to function as synthetic riboswitches.
One engineered riboswitch (clone 8.1) identified from the random N8 population exhibits 36-fold activation of gene expression in the presence of theophylline. This RNA controls gene expression through sequestering the ribosome-binding site (Figure 2c) , and thus mimics the mechanism used by many naturally occurring riboswitches. 38 In addition, the authors provide some evidence suggesting that the construct could be thermodynamically controlled. If true, this synthetic riboswitch mimics the function of a natural adenine-sensing riboswitch that is able to equilibrate between ligand bound and unbound states on a timescale that would permit translation to be controlled even after transcription is completed.
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In a striking presentation of biological function, the clone 8.1 riboswitch was used to create bacterial cells whose motility is controlled by theophylline. 91 This was achieved simply by grafting the synthetic riboswitch to an mRNA encoding the CheZ protein of E. coli. CheZ is a phosphatase whose action is required for E. coli to rotate their flagellar motor in a counterclockwise fashion to generate directional motion of the cell. As the clone 8.1 riboswitch activates gene expression when bound to its ligand, E. coli cells lacking the wild-type cheZ gene and carrying only the riboswitch-cheZ mRNA fusion actively colonize trails of theophylline that have been applied to solid media.
This series of experiments shows the promise of applying genetic screening protocols to identify synthetic riboswitches that have the performance characteristics needed for cellular function (Figure 3) . A recent report by Suess and coworkers describes the usage of genetic screening in eukaryotes as well. 68 Such methods should be useful for creating additional synthetic riboswitches that also can be moved to different mRNAs retention of gene-control activity. To forward this goal, Topp and Gallivan 92 have recently reported the harnessing of the cell motility phenotype to directly select for variant theophylline-sensing constructs that control gene expression. Instead of screening colonies for ligand-dependent reporter gene activity, they select for changes in cell motility on theophylline addition. This rapid and inexpensive cell-based selection method should be useful for isolating a variety of synthetic riboswitches based on aptamer constructs that are validated to function in cells.
Engineering aptamer-ribozyme fusions for gene control
As noted above, natural glmS ribozymes use ligandtriggered RNA cleavage to control gene expression. As the GlcN6P ligand is a cofactor for the cleavage reaction, and not just a passive allosteric ligand, exploiting the precise mechanism of glmS ribozymes with synthetic riboswitches would severely restrict ligand choices to those that could function as cofactors. The development of allosteric ribozymes 26 as synthetic riboswitches would permit a broader range of ligands to be used. Comparison of theoretical DR GE ranges reveals that there will be a biologically relevant DR GE that natural or synthetic riboswitches need to encompass for their action to exhibit meaningful gene control. It is possible that synthetic riboswitches that exhibit the best DR GE (large) might be less useful than a construct that has a far poorer DR GE (small) that overlaps the biologically relevant range. (c) Sensitivity of ligand binding is critical for synthetic riboswitch usage. Less sensitive constructs might exhibit a DR L that is outside the range of ligand concentrations that can be attained in cells. (d) Specificity of ligand recognition is critical for synthetic riboswitch usage. If the aptamer has a DR L that is orders of magnitude better than that for a close analog (DR A ), then gene control should be selectively triggered by the desired ligand even if the analog is present in similar concentrations. However, if the analog is naturally present at concentrations that are orders of magnitude higher than the ligand, inappropriate regulation of gene expression may result.
Challenges faced by ribozyme engineers Although some advances have been made that bring allosteric ribozymes closer to usage as designer genecontrol elements, there remain some substantial barriers to their widespread use as synthetic riboswitches. Initially, a ribozyme with the reactivity necessary to affect gene expression must be identified for use as a catalytic platform. This ribozyme must have a structural feature whose folding is important for active site function, and in which the bio-compatible aptamer can be grafted to efficiently control ribozyme action. Even if the independent ribozyme and aptamer modules chosen are ideal for in vivo use, the rate constants for ribozyme activity and the K D values for ligand binding to the aptamer frequently are diminished when the two domains are linked to form an allosteric construct. If the parental modules have rate constants or K D values that are barely sufficient for in vivo usage, any erosion of functional characteristics when allosteric ribozymes are made could render them useless for gene-control applications. Furthermore, if an allosteric ribozyme exhibits adequate functional characteristics for in vivo use, any propensity for misfolding will limit the dynamic range for gene control because of incomplete gene repression or activation.
Self-cleaving ribozymes 93 are attractive starting points for engineering synthetic riboswitches. Indeed, selfcleaving hammerhead ribozymes are commonly used as catalytic platforms for engineering allosteric ribozymes. The first examples of allosteric hammerhead ribozymes included only the catalytic core 25, 26 and lacked accessory domains that were more recently found to substantially improve the rate constant for RNA cleavage. [94] [95] [96] Some full-length hammerhead ribozymes are capable of regulating gene expression in mammals, [97] [98] [99] and, therefore, it seems possible that allosteric ribozymes based on this self-cleaving motif can be engineered to function as designer ligand-responsive gene-control elements.
Designing allosteric ribozymes for gene control
Allosteric ribozymes that modulate gene expression have been generated by using the group I self-splicing intron as a catalytic platform. 32 Eight constructs were created by grafting the theophylline aptamer to the group I selfsplicing intron through P5 or P6. One of these constructs, Th2P6 (Figure 4a) , exhibited a fourfold increase in the observed rate constant for splicing in the presence of theophylline. DNA encoding this ribozyme was cloned into a thymidylate synthase gene and the vectors were introduced into a strain of E. coli otherwise lacking thymidylate synthase. Cells encoding the fusion construct were unable to grow on minimal medium lacking thymidine, unless supplemented with theophylline. This assay showing biological function of the RNA switch presumably could be used to select for functional genecontrol elements from large population of allosteric ribozyme candidates.
In some instances, rapid switching between structural states will be required to efficiently control gene expression. 48, 49 Therefore, subtle structural alterations involving modest thermodynamic differences could be a desirable feature of allosteric ribozyme mechanisms. Some allosteric ribozymes are believed to function through a slip-structure conformational change, wherein realignment of base pairs in a 'communication module' allows ligand binding to trigger changes in the adjoining ribozyme active site. 25, 26, 100 As communication modules are small, both rational design and computer-aided design strategies have been successfully used to create aptamer-ribozyme fusion constructs that exhibit robust allosteric activities. For example, an algorithm was used to computationally select 23 allosteric ribozyme candidates from a pool of 4096 sequences. 101 Three of these constructs, made by fusing an FMN aptamer to a hammerhead ribozyme, exhibited 4-to 60-fold activation in the presence of FMN.
More recently, researchers seem to have created several allosteric ribozymes that function in vivo.
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Aptamers for theophylline or tetracycline were grafted to hammerhead ribozymes with the expectation that some might function in yeast cells to modulate the expression of a reporter gene when the appropriate ligands are introduced. The most responsive constructs identified exhibit no more than threefold modulation of reporter gene expression in response to ligand addition, which shows that engineering robust RNA switches for in vivo application is non-trivial. Similarly, these investigators have created numerous additional allosteric ribozyme constructs that frequently alter gene expression by less than twofold. 103 The dynamic ranges of gene expression exhibited by these cis-acting RNA switches 102, 103 are far lower than the dynamic ranges for the functions of many allosteric ribozyme reported earlier. 26, [28] [29] [30] [31] 74, 81, 90, 104, 105 However, it is not yet clear whether these constructs exhibit poor on/off gene expression ratios because the RNA constructs simply are poor allosteric ribozymes or because the allosteric ribozyme activities are poorly manifest in a cellular environment. Additional experiments are needed to assess whether in vivo function requires self-cleavage for these 102, 103 and other examples 106, 107 of allosteric ribozymes, and whether the proposed mechanisms for gene control are correct. Regardless, even modest RNA switch function, with or without ribozyme cleavage, could be used to generate therapeutically useful levels of a protein product if only small changes in gene expression are needed.
A greater understanding of the mechanisms of gene control used by existing engineered hammerhead ribozyme constructs should also help assess whether these constructs based on the full-length hammerhead construct have a rate constant for self-cleavage that is sufficient for in vivo application. In addition, definitive establishment of mechanism could facilitate the engineering of allosteric ribozymes that exhibit even greater dynamic range for gene control. Allosteric ribozymes based on the minimal hammerhead ribozyme usually incorporate the aptamer in stem II of the ribozyme (Figure 4b ). However, this arrangement would disrupt the tertiary contacts used by full-length hammerhead ribozymes to achieve their high rate constants for RNA cleavage (Figure 4c) . Therefore, a different attachment point is required. We have used in vitro selection to isolate allosteric hammerhead ribozymes that retain the natural accessory domains, but integrate a theophylline aptamer in the stem I region of the RNA. 74 A construct carrying a theophylline aptamer was fused to a full-length hammerhead ribozyme carrying Designer riboswitches KH Link and RR Breaker three random-sequence domains that link to the aptamer (Figure 4d ). Ligand-mediated alteration of the structure of stem I should modulate ribozyme activity by permitting or disrupting tertiary structure formation between stems I and II. In vitro selection yielded variant RNAs with observed rate constants (k obs ) as high as 8 min À1 in the presence of theophylline and increases in rate constants (k obs ) for RNA cleavage of up to 285-fold compared with those measured in the absence of ligand. Although these k obs values are predicted to be sufficient for gene-control applications, these ribozymes do not display robust allosteric modulation of gene expression in mammalian cells.
As there are many possible reasons for why these allosteric ribozymes selected in vitro do not control gene expression in cells (Figure 3 ), in vivo selection protocols for allosteric ribozyme function may be useful to bypass these problems. Indeed, Wieland and Hartig 104 have recently described the use of in vivo selection to isolate an aptamer-hammerhead fusion that exhibits robust genecontrol activity in E. coli. These researchers fused a theophylline aptamer to stem III of a full-length hammer- 124 A construct based on this ribozyme is known to function in vivo.
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(d) Sequence and secondary structural model of a high-speed allosteric hammerhead ribozyme derived from the parental ribozyme in c. R1 through R3 (shaded nucleotides) were derived by in vitro selection from random-sequence domains. Theophylline binding is expected to permit the RNA to form tertiary contacts between the accessory domains in stems I and II and thereby exhibit high ribozyme activity. 108 
Future directions
Surveying the landscape of natural and synthetic riboswitches reveals that RNA switches that use aptamer-only and aptamer-ribozyme mechanisms for gene control are possible. Both modes of riboswitch-mediated gene control have advantages and disadvantages, and, therefore, developing both technologies seems prudent. The main advantages of engineering aptamer-based RNA switches are that there are relatively simple methods available for their isolation, and there is no need for the aptamer to be subsequently grafted onto ribozymes. However, it is not clear that aptamer roadblocks or other structures stabilized by ligand binding will be sufficiently stable in all genetic contexts to maximally modulate gene expression. In contrast, ribozymes that splice or cleave mRNA would make irreversible changes to their substrate. Therefore, they could modulate expression of an ORF even if the ligandinduced shape change is transient. Of course, integrating two RNA domains to work in concert and exhibit robust ribozyme activity in vivo is more challenging.
The use of aptamer or ribozyme fusions with mRNAs to control gene expression mimics a mode of regulation that is commonly found with riboswitches. However, there are intermolecular interactions between regulatory RNAs and gene expression machinery that could also be exploited to create designer gene-control elements made of RNA. Aptamers or ribozymes could be grafted to microRNAs to control their processing and subsequent use in gene control. 109, 110 RNAs such as 6S in bacteria 111, 112 and B2 RNA in eukaryotes 113, 114 naturally bind to RNA polymerase and more globally regulate transcription. 115 The number of trans-acting non-coding RNAs in bacteria and in eukaryotes is far greater. 116, 117 The functions of these RNAs likewise could be engineered to exhibit control by small-molecule ligand binding.
The greater diversity of engineered RNA gene-control options is already being explored. For example, Liu and coworkers have reported the in vivo selection of an RNA that functions as a trans-acting ligand-dependent transcriptional activator in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. 67, 118 They created their own trans-acting RNA activator of transcription through in vivo selection. 118 This was accomplished by recruiting a random-sequence population of RNAs to the His3 gene using MS2 RNA hairpins and an LexA-MS2 fusion protein. Members of the RNA population with specific structures that can activate His3 expression were selected by growing cells in medium lacking histidine. This in vivo selection resulted in the isolation of an RNA that activates transcription 53-fold. In a subsequent in vivo selection, the RNA-based transcriptional activator was converted into a liganddependent RNA-based transcriptional activator 67 fusing a tetramethylrosamine aptamer 119 to the RNA-based transcription activator through a random N7 domain. In vivo selection again was used to isolate an RNA transcriptional activator that is 10-fold more active in the presence of the ligand.
The majority of designer riboswitches engineered to date have been generated using rational design or in vivo screening. These methods limit the sequence space that can be explored when engineered riboswitches and, therefore, might not be well suited to identify genecontrol elements that match the performance characteristics of naturally occurring riboswitches. Increasingly, new methods used in vivo selection techniques are being developed for the isolation of engineered riboswitches. 92, 120 These techniques more closely mimic the natural process of evolution by allowing more sequence space to be explored than current in vivo screening methods, but with far fewer time constraints than nature demands.
Current cell-based selection methods are usually restricted to sample sizes of no more than a few million variants. Perhaps RNA switches with the desired properties can be successfully isolated from populations of this size if the variants are derived from pre-existing aptamer and ribozyme domains that are validated to function in cells. If novel aptamer or ribozyme domains are desired, then an in vitro selection method must be used that samples far greater sequence space. Therefore, the best strategy may be to use in vitro and in vivo selection in series to isolate distinct classes of synthetic riboswitches. In vitro selection allows one to reach deep into sequence space for millions of novel variants of allosteric constructs. In vivo selection is then used to sift through the enriched population for those that retain the desired function when expressed in cells. Such methods should yield synthetic riboswitches that have far greater ligand selectivity and mechanistic diversity than the natural metabolite-responsive riboswitches known to date.
